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This POC Buyer’s Guide is offered to the health-
care marketing industry as a tool to improve clarity 
and efficiency in the POC media buying process.
Composed collectively by members of the Point of Care 
Communication Council (POC3), including client insights, 
this buyers guide reviews relevant considerations before 
choosing a POC media partner and POC product.  These 
include questions and considerations relevant to purchasing, 
ethics, campaign scaling and deployment, program execution 
and optimization, and network verification audits. 

PoC³ defines Point of Care (POC) as the healthcare setting 
or channel (i.e., physician office, hospital, pharmacy) through 
which communication can be delivered to patients’ health-
care providers, and caregivers through various forms (e.g., 
digital, video, print) to help enhance patient engagement, 
education, and improved outcomes. 

To advocate for the effective use of 
the Point of Care channel to advance 
health and healthcare outcomes
–POC³ MISSION STATEMENT

MEMBERS OF POC3  
(at Buyer’s Guide production date) 

SECTION 1

PURPOSE OF THE 
BUYER’S GUIDE
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PURCHASING 

• Is this a POC Media Partner’s first venture in the  
POC space? 

• Is the POC Media Partner a member of PoC³? 

• Does the POC Media Partner have pre-existing  
relationships with these offices or are they going to 
forge them for this campaign? Please see office  
procurement/ethics & campaign scaling sections 

• Does the POC Media Partner have samples of  
programs and reporting from the past (See Tactic  
FAQ Section)? 

• What impact has been demonstrated on Rx lift  
(test vs. control) from the POC Media Partner? Are 
impact measurements conducted by a third party? 
Can samples be provided? 

• Have you asked for a site visit to see the network in 
use in addition to client testimonials? 

• What is the scale of the POC Media Partner’s  
network? How many prescribers/patients can be 
reached reliably and regularly (non-pilot)? 

• What is the “unit of measurement” used by the 
POC Media Partner when communicating program 
scale? Possibilities include: office, locations, devices, 
screens, HCPs, patient engagement, impressions etc. 

• NOTE: When buying by office, it assumes advertising 
in a single-doctor practice is as valuable as a 20-doc-
tor practice. This is in direct conflict with brands that 
desire to get the most productive practices. The PoC³ 
recommends tracking unduplicated HCPs for the 
following reasons: 

 - HCPs are the factor that writes the script and  
can drive brand volume 

 - HCPs are the only factor that has a unique  
identifier and can be tracked

• If locations cycle out during terms of advertiser  
partnership, will all reasonable efforts will be made  
to find a replacement from brand’s matched list?

• Does the POC Media Partner provide full final  
(locations where patients were exposed to media/  
messaging) posting lists? What information is included? 

• Does the POC Media Partner share its network list  
(if contracting by location, office, or HCP)? If so,  
what can it include? Please see section on Auditing 
for full details 

 - Location information 

 - Identifying information (NPI, ME) 

 - Number of campaigns running now by location  
or provider 

SECTION 2

FAQS

(continued on next page)
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• How does the POC Media Partner calculate impressions/engagements? 

• Does the POC Media Partner offer targeting? If so, what level of 
targeting is offer (e.g. location, provider, geographic, patient-level, 
etc)? How is targeting achieved? 

• What is the POC Media Partner’s contextual placement in  
physician offices and healthcare facilities? Where and how, in  
the context of the office, will patients be exposed to or interact 
with campaign materials and content? 

• What is the POC Media Partner’s exclusivity policy? 

• How can my brand be assured my competitors will not run on the 
same digital screen? How does the POC Media Partner recruit 
new offices? Please see Office Procurement/Ethics Section

• Will the POC Media Partner build programs from scratch?  
Please see Campaign Scaling Section

If relevant, is the vendor HIPPA Compliant and can they certify that? If dealing with 
patient-level data or protected health information, HIPPA compliant vendors should be 
able to demonstrate auditing/certification. 

SECTION 2

FAQSPURCHASING  CONTINUED

Copyright © 2018 PoC³
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OFFICE PROCUREMENT/ETHICS

• Is the POC Media Partner a PoC³ Member? All PoC³  
members adhere to an ethics document signed  
by the CEO acknowledging they comply with PoC³  
guidelines, including (but not limited to): 

 - Provide sponsors/advertisers with easy to  
understand media and service agreements that 
clearly spell out terms of service and reach  
deliverables. Members shall comply with such 
terms of agreements and shall proactively advise 
sponsors when or if they are unable to meet  
specific reach or other contracted deliverables 
have not been or cannot be achieved 

 - Not misrepresent the current status of service 
or misrepresent ownership of equipment to any 
healthcare provider 

 - Clearly identify the source of audience, viewership 
and/or volume metrics, clearly delineate the 
source of such metrics, and not knowingly  
manipulate such source’s reports; and if providing 
clients with location detail upon request.  
Information must be accurate, up-to-date in 
accordance with PoC³ Auditing Requirements and, 
where applicable, contain accurate and current 
information regarding associated Physicians/
Healthcare Professionals 

 - Comply with all applicable laws and regulations 
and not provide compensation and/or services 
which violate applicable regulations and  
PhRMA Guidelines; 

 - Handle confidential and protected health  
information (PHI) professionally and comply 
(when applicable) to all relevant state and Federal 
privacy laws including but not limited to HIPAA 
and HITECH 

• Does the POC Media Partner compensate channel 
providers? Are staff provided any incentives (gift 
cards, free goods, cash or other remuneration) to 
facilitate the materials being made available to the 
patients? POC Media Partners should never pay or 
offer any monetary incentives to channel providers 
for accepting a point-of-care platform. This could  
be perceived as a violation of an anti-kickback in 
pharma guidelines code of ethics. 

• Do provider locations have any input into the  
content displayed? How does the POC Media  
Partner handle objections from the provider? 

• What is the installation process? What do you do  
to ensure professionalism of installation? 

• Does the POC Media Partner have a dedicated network 
department that handles the physician offices? 

SECTION 2

FAQS
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CAMPAIGN SCALING & DEPLOYMENT

If a POC Media Partner is going to propose developing a new network, 
understanding the following questions can help establish trust and 
credibility, and ultimately making sure that they can successfully 
deliver on the promise and transparency of growth. 

• What will the opt-in/opt-out terms be for locations? Does  
the POC Media Partner make it easy for locations to opt-out  
if they choose? 

 - POC member companies that comply with PoC³ guidelines 
have media and service agreements that clearly spell out  
terms of service and deliverables (opt-in/opt-out). 

• Will the locations have to sign a document authorizing POC  
Media Partner to install ‘said tactic’? What level of authorization  
is required to establish a partnership and who will be responsible 
for signing any documents? 

 - POC Media Partners should require signed documents  
that give us access and permissions to enter a facility, send 
installation companies, and clarify services and obligations  
of both the POC Media Partners and the location.   

SECTION 2

FAQS

Copyright © 2017 PoC³
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PROGRAM EXECUTION & OPTIMIZATION

• The POC Media Partner should confirm the mainte-
nance or support schedule. How often will the POC 
Media Partner be at each location? How often are 
materials replaced (e.g. wallboards)? 

• What are the asset requirements and specs to deliver 
the program? 

 - POC Media Partners should have a certain set of 
acceptable assets given the different form factors 
in which we deliver. The content management 
teams are able to take most assets and form factor 
them to fit their media platform. 

 - What are the lead-times required to deliver assets 
in time for scheduled launch? 

• What steps will be taken to ensure program execution 
meets expectations? 

 - How will the POC Media Partner ensure media 
posting occurs within the agreed upon location 
and number of offices contracted? 

 - What are the steps to be taken to ensure digital/ 
video assets are running appropriately (e.g. – TV 
screens turned on, sound on, etc.)? 

• Are well-researched messaging best practices  
(content, style, audience) provided? 

• Does the POC Media Partner have experienced 
creative services staff available to ensure speed to 
market (initial, changes)? 

• Can the POC Media Partner provide concept review 
materials/represent the idea for approval? 

SECTION 2

FAQS
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MEASUREMENT/AUDITING

• All PoC³ Members in good standing will have provided verification 
of a completed an annual audit of each of their physical claims (i.e. 
locations, devices, etc.)* 

• Does the POC Media Partner digitally audit their internal processes 
and reporting (logs, transmission files, etc, where appropriate)? All 
PoC³ Members in good standing will have provided verification of 
a completed digital audit completed by an independent 3rd party. 

• Does the POC Media Partner currently have or share independent 
third party network audit results? (Prior to implementation of the 
PoC³ guidelines above)

• Does the POC Media Partner offer third-party campaign- 
level auditing? 

• How does the POC Media Partner measure program effectiveness? 

 - How will performance be measured? (Objective, goals, Rx lift, 
NBRx, ROI, etc.). How is the success of the campaign measured? 

 - Does the POC Media Partner conduct third-party research  
or validation of its results? To ensure the most trusted results 
are delivered, POC Media Partners often use established  
data analytics providers (e.g., IMS, Symphony, Crossix, etc.)  
to validate results. 

• Who is the 3rd party supplier? 

• Does the POC Media Partner offer independent third party  
research for each paid tactic? 

• How does the POC Media Partner verify that data sent to a 3rd 
party measurement partner is accurate? 

 - How does a 3rd party analysis work? 

• Which party establishes the control group? What factors are  
controlled for? 

• What is the level of contact between the 3rd party, the POC  
Media Partner team, and the Buyer’s team during this process?  
 
 

(continued on next page)

SECTION 2

FAQS

Copyright © 2017 PoC³
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PoC³ recommends: 

 - The primary measurement for point of care is 
increases in scripts (or medical claims). Because 
point-of-care platforms change physician/ 
patient prescribing behaviors, it takes time to  
see the impact. 

 - The minimum recommended length of time  
for a robust brand measurement at the point  
of care is 6 months. 

 - The recommended methodology for measuring  
at the point of care is a test vs. control study,  
isolating only audiences exposed to the brand 
message, and providing a pure read of any change 
in prescribing behavior. 

 - In contrast, Marketing Mix Modeling is not  
recommended at the point of care, given its broad 
scope and lack of precision. While this is often  
not an issue for mass reach tactics, with highly 
targeted campaigns such as at point of care, the 
read is often significantly diluted. Marketing mix 
generally uses time series regression which looks  
at variability and “noise” in delivery of programs  
to identify impact and contribution and point of 
care programs are generally “on/off” resulting in 
data provided for analysis without variability in  
delivery which makes the marketing mix method-
ology unable to detect impact and contribution. 
This is why a rigorous test:control methodology 
is the recommended way to assess performance 
impact and contribution within point of care.

• Does the POC Media Partner share its lists if  
the program is based upon provider office or  
location purchase? 

 - In order to track and measure, Partners should 
obtain ME or NPI numbers. There are caveats 
for sharing these numbers, however. When AMA 
(American Medical Association) data fields, such 
as NPI or ME numbers, are given to any organization, 
the organization must have two things: 

 · A TPA (Third Party Agreement) to acknowledge 
the fields, retention rates of the data, company 
names, etc. 

 · Some form of licensing with the AMA—typically 
a Service Level I agreement. Important to note, 
these agreements cost money and are paid 
to AMA directly. It is a direct violation of an 
AMA license to send AMA fields, including ME 
numbers, physician specialty information, and 
addresses to any organization or agency that 
does not have a mutual AMA agreement. 

(Note if only a client has the TPA/License and 
NOT the agency, the lists should only be shared 
with the licensed party – the client) 

• If the Buyer Organization fulfills these two requirements, 
PoC3 recommends that the partner should make an 
accurate list readily available to the client or third 
party proxy in the effort of full transparency. 

• These lists can also help ensure that buyer is not 
paying for the same providers twice in cases of POC 
Media Partner mergers or acquisitions 

• Does the POC Media Partner provide accountability 
studies? Would the POC Media Partner contribute to 
a client directed study? 

SECTION 2

FAQS

*  For all references to physical audits—audit procedures are not applicable  
for POC Media Partners with no physical item at the Point of Care  
(i.e. EHK Messaging)
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DIGITAL SPECIFIC   (TV, tablets, wallboards, and wifi)

• How does the POC Media Partner verify campaign 
presence and functionality of digital devices? 

• How robust is the POC Media Partner’s network  
platform? For digital products, up-time, delivery  
guarantee, etc. 

PRINT SPECIFIC

• Does the POC Media Partner mail materials to the 
offices and rely on office staff to post media? 

• What is the POC Media Partners process for distributing 
materials? How often is the POC Media Partner  
visiting offices? 

• How robust is the POC Media Partner’s network  
platform? For print, deliverability verification, etc. 

• Is the network opt-in/sign in? 

EHR SPECIFIC

• Can physician- directed messages be targeted  
(by NDC?) 

• How can patient messages be targeted (by NDC, by 
new therapy start vs. renewal, by patient drug history)? 

• Where are messages presented (login, eRx initiation, 
eRx confirmation screens)? 

• Are messages more clinical in nature or reminder / 
banner ads? 

• Can coordinated messages be delivered to the  
prescriber and patient in a single session? 

• How many prescribers can be reached reliably and 
regularly for my brand (non-pilot)? 

• Do messages include personalization (from prescriber 
to patient)? 

• Does the platform deliver affordability solutions  
(copay coupons, free trial vouchers, etc.)? 

• Are affordability solutions (copay coupons, free trial 
vouchers) both printed and sent to the pharmacy 
electronically? 

• Does the platform deliver both print and digital  
messages (including send to patient portal, text)? 

• Are the messages auto-printed (and/or sent au-
tomatically to the patient portal, text) or does the 
prescriber need to take an action in each instance? 

• Drive to fill: do messages demonstrate an impact  
on first fill rates (test vs. control)? 

• Can I reach patients @ hospital discharge with  
messages and affordability services? 

SECTION 3

TACTIC/LOCATION 
SPECIFIC  FAQS


